
Introduction : Tell people who you are and why you’re here.
Problem : Identify two or three problems that your product will tackle.
Solution : Present a clear and concise solution that investors can easily follow.
Market size and opportunity : Identify market size and opportunity in measurable
numbers.
Product : Show off the actual product or service your business is selling.
Traction : Focus on the growth, major goals and next steps of your business.
Competition : Define your competition and explain why you’re different.
Financial : Show that you have the financial knowledge to reach your goals.
Team : Introduce your core team members.
Investment and use of funds : Tell investors what you need from them and why.

CREATING A GOOD PITCH DECK
 

A good pitch deck usually has the elements below (typically one slide per topic). This is also a
typical order. However, based on your story, industry, business model etc. it might make
sense to change it. Stick to the usual guidelines for slides: Make it visually appealing, easy to
understand, one main thought/message per slide and keep it simple.

CONTENT OF A TYPICAL PITCH DECK

FOUR ADDITIONAL TIPS

Tell a story: A well-developed story makes it
easier to understand the solution of your
product. In addition, stories trigger human
emotions, so you can inspire and entertain
with your pitch deck. Telling a story also
means that you should keep your pitch deck
simple and understandable. Details are usually
not relevant to the reader, as a good pitch
deck is often just the key to getting a second
meeting or call where you can go into more
detail.

Structure: A good pitch deck should make
logical sense. This means that each slide
builds on the information in the previous
slides.
  

Know your target group: It is a great
advantage to always put yourself in the
perspective of the reader or listener.
Depending on the target audience, you can
use different versions of the pitch. When
pitching to investors, the main goal should be
to show that the startup has potential to
scale quickly and reach a billion-dollar exit.
When pitching to potential customers,
however, it is much more important to
highlight the product offering.

Design & content: The design and layout are
just as important as the content, but often do
not get the same amount of attention. The
design should make the content easier to
read, understand and follow. So it is not
always helpful to enrich the design with lots
of colours.


